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Preface 

The National Toxicology Program Interagency Center for the Evaluation of Alternative Toxicological 
Methods (NICEATM) and the Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation of Alternative 
Methods (ICCVAM) convened an international independent scientific peer review panel (Panel) 
meeting on March 29-30, 2011, at the Natcher Conference Center in Bethesda, Maryland. The Panel, 
which included 16 expert scientists from six countries, evaluated the LUMI-CELL® estrogen receptor 
(ER) transcriptional activation (TA) test method (BG1Luc ER TA), an in vitro TA assay used to 
identify chemicals that can interact with human ERs. 

During the March 2011 public meeting, the Panel discussed the test method, listened to public 
comments, and developed conclusions and recommendations for ICCVAM. The Panel focused on the 
following areas: (1) review of the ICCVAM draft background review document (BRD) for 
completeness and identification of errors or omissions of existing relevant data or information that 
should be included, (2) evaluation of the information in the draft BRD to determine the extent to 
which each of the applicable ICCVAM criteria for validation and acceptance of toxicological test 
methods had been appropriately addressed, and (3) consideration of the ICCVAM draft test method 
recommendations and commentary on the extent to which they are supported by the information 
provided in the draft BRD for the following: 

• Proposed test method uses and limitations 
• Proposed recommended standardized protocols 
• Proposed test method performance standards 
• Proposed future studies 

This report details the Panel’s independent conclusions and recommendations. ICCVAM will 
consider this report and all relevant public comments as it develops final test method 
recommendations. The ICCVAM final test method recommendations will be forwarded to U.S. 
Federal agencies for their consideration in accordance with the ICCVAM Authorization Act of 2000 
(42 U.S.C. 285l-3). 

The Panel gratefully acknowledges the efforts of NICEATM staff for an outstanding effort in 
coordinating the logistics of the Panel meeting and in the preparation of materials for its review. 
Finally, as Panel Chair, I want to thank each Panel member for her or his thoughtful and objective 
review of this test method. 

 

John G. Vandenbergh, PhD 
Chair, BG1Luc ER TA Test Method Peer Review Panel 
May 2011 
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Executive Summary 

This report describes the conclusions and recommendations of an international independent scientific 
peer review panel (Panel). The Panel was charged by the Interagency Coordinating Committee on the 
Validation of Alternative Methods (ICCVAM) with evaluating the validation status of the BG1Luc 
estrogen receptor (ER) transcriptional activation (TA) test method according to established Federal 
and international criteria (ICCVAM 1997). The Panel also commented on ICCVAM draft 
recommendations regarding the usefulness and limitations of the test method and proposed 
performance standards. 

The Panel considered the results of an international interlaboratory validation study that included 
laboratories in the United States, Italy, and Japan. Based on their evaluation of these data, the Panel 
agreed with ICCVAM’s draft test method recommendation that the BG1Luc ER TA test method can 
be used to identify substances with in vitro estrogenic and anti-estrogenic activity. Based on results of 
concordance analyses for a limited number of substances, the Panel further concluded that the 
BG1Luc ER TA test method could be considered as a replacement for other in vitro assays that may 
provide substantially similar information, specifically the Chemicals Evaluation and Research 
Institute stably transfected transactivation assay (CERI STTA) and the rat uterine cytosol (RUC) ER 
binding assay. The Panel noted that additional analysis could further support this recommendation, 
particularly regarding the RUC ER binding assays. 

The Panel endorsed the draft ICCVAM-recommended test method protocols and noted several 
advantages provided by this assay over the currently accepted test method for this endpoint, including 
the robust test method protocol, the validated testing range, and the ability to detect substances with 
in vitro anti-estrogenic activity. However, the Panel also noted that careful analysis of cytotoxicity is 
critical for correctly interpreting results. The Panel expressed a preference for using quantitative 
approaches for such a measurement. The Panel recommends that a potency endpoint, such as the half-
maximal effective and/or inhibitory concentration (EC/IC50), be included in each study report and that 
the uncertainty associated with these estimates should also be reported. The Panel considered the 
descriptive approach for evaluating test method reliability acceptable but suggested additional 
statistical analyses that could be performed to better characterize and understand variability. 

The Panel agreed with the draft ICCVAM-recommended future studies and suggested additional 
studies that should be conducted to expand the usefulness of the BG1Luc ER TA test method. The 
Panel recommended additional evaluations of the utility of the current categorical assessment of 
cytotoxicity and advocated for the implementation of a quantitative method for its replacement. The 
Panel also recommended studies to add in vitro metabolism (compound activation or inactivation) to 
the test method. This addition could expand the utility of this and other ER TA test methods. The 
Panel recommended that additional efforts focus on expanding the reference substance list, and 
subsequently the BG1Luc ER TA test results, with additional negative agonist and positive antagonist 
test substances. 

Finally, the Panel concurred that the draft ICCVAM performance standards could be used to evaluate 
the validation status of test methods that are functionally and mechanistically similar to the BG1Luc 
ER TA test method. The Panel considered the list of performance standards reference substances to 
be adequate. The Panel noted that ideally more negatives should be included but recognized that data 
on such substances are not currently available. When evaluating test method accuracy, the Panel 
strongly supported quantification of relative agonist and antagonist activity in addition to the 
dichotomous call of positive or negative. In addition, the Panel concluded that the potent estrogens on 
the reference list should not be misclassified, but there could be some tolerance for discordance for 
the weakly active reference substances. Discordant results need to be discussed in terms of the ability 
of the test method to detect a similar range of potencies and intrinsic activities compared to current 
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validated test methods. Discordant results for particular chemicals or product classes also need to be 
discussed.  
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Overview 

Use of the BG1Luc ER TA Test Method to Identify Substances as Potential  
In Vitro Estrogen Receptor Agonists or Antagonists 

 
The overall question that the international independent scientific peer review panel (Panel) considered 
is whether the validation status of the BG1Luc estrogen receptor (ER) transcriptional activation (TA) 
test method has been adequately characterized for its intended purpose and whether it is sufficiently 
accurate and reliable to be used to identify substances with estrogen agonist and/or antagonist 
activity. 

The Panel discussed the intended use of this assay and the potential for its inclusion in a regulatory 
testing battery. Panel members agreed that the BG1Luc ER TA test method and the Chemicals 
Evaluation and Research Institute stably transfected transactivation assay (CERI STTA) are similarly 
capable of assessing in vitro estrogen receptor (ER) agonist activity. In addition, the BG1Luc ER TA 
test method is capable of detecting in vitro estrogen antagonists. Clarification of the intended use of 
these assays in regulatory decision making, particularly in the context of the U.S. EPA’s Endocrine 
Disruptor Screening Program (EDSP), would enable a better understanding of the relative merits of 
the various screening assays for their intended purpose. 

In the absence of clear regulatory guidance, the Panel recommends that the BG1Luc ER TA test 
method be endorsed as a scientifically valid method for assessing the in vitro estrogen agonist and 
antagonist activity of compounds within a test battery or tiered testing scheme. The Panel 
recommends that the BG1Luc ER TA method be considered as a replacement for other in vitro assays 
that, in combination, may provide substantially similar information, specifically the CERI STTA 
assay. This is supported by the following findings: 

• The concordance of the BG1Luc ER TA test method with the CERI STTA assay suggests 
that the BG1Luc ER TA test method and the CERI assay produce similar results. 

• The thoroughness and transparency of the BG1Luc ER TA method validation process 
compare favorably with other in vitro assays. 

• The detailed BG1Luc ER TA agonist and antagonist protocols permit ease of use. 
• The detailed and publically available BG1Luc ER TA data permits thorough evaluation 

of the performance of the method. 
• The endogenous expression of both ERα and ERβ in BG1Luc4E2 cells allows in vitro 

activity through both receptors to be assessed in the BG1Luc ER TA test method. 
Endogenous expression of the receptor and its related endogenous cellular machinery 
may be an advantage over receptors that are stably transformed into an immortal cell line 
and constitutively expressed at high levels. 
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I. Review of the BG1Luc ER TA Test Method BRD for Errors and Omissions 
The Panel noted typographical errors in the draft background review document (BRD), which are 
detailed in Appendix A of this report. 

The Panel also cited relevant information that should be included that would improve the BRD. These 
include: 

• In Figure 1-1 of the BRD, Phase 2 should be changed to Laboratory Proficiency Phase 
because the laboratory qualification should already have been demonstrated. 

• Ongoing improvements were made to the protocol(s) during the course of these 
validation studies. A better assessment of their impact on the final study results is needed. 

• The Panel has recommended additional reliability analyses; therefore, Section 6.0 of the 
BRD and Lines 43-49 and 76-82 of the draft recommendations of the Interagency 
Coordinating Committee on the Validation of Alternative Methods (ICCVAM) may need 
to be revised pending their outcome. 

• Data quality sections for the reference test method data were not included in the draft 
BRD. The Panel recommends they be added for CERI STTA, ICCVAM literature-based 
reference data, and RUC ER binding assay. 

• Sections II and III of this peer review panel report detail additional information gaps cited 
by the Panel. 
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II. Evaluation of the Validation Status of the BG1Luc ER TA Test Method 

1. Introduction and Rationale for the Test Method 

a. Is the historical background provided for the BG1Luc ER TA test method and the 
rationale for its development adequate? 

While the historical background provided in the BRD is adequate, it would be improved by including 
a more thorough discussion of the specific advantages of this transactivation assay relative to other in 
vitro ER assays (see Rogers and Denison 2000). Accordingly, each of the following important points 
should be emphasized in the Background section of the BRD: 

• Transactivation assays provide advantages compared to ER binding assays in that ER 
transcriptional activation (TA) assays have the potential to assess both in vitro estrogen 
agonist and antagonist activity. They can also detect endocrine-active substances that 
elicit effects on estrogen-regulated pathways through non–receptor-mediated 
mechanisms. 

• BG-1 cells endogenously express both ERα and ERβ and, consequently, possess the full 
transcriptional machinery required for estrogen responsiveness. 

• Stably transfected cell lines have advantages over transiently transfected cell lines, 
including long-term utility without the need to transiently transfect cells for each assay. 

• The BG1Luc ER TA test method has demonstrated in vitro responsiveness to estrogens 
and limited cross-reactivity with ligands of other steroid hormone receptors. 

• A discussion should be added to detail the four copies of the estrogen-responsive element 
(ERE) and their orientation, which mimics that in the fish vitellogenin promoter and 
thereby indicates a native system. 

b. Are the current regulatory testing requirements and ICCVAM prioritization criteria 
adequately discussed and up to date? 

ICCVAM’s prioritization criteria are adequately discussed. If possible, the BRD should compare the 
phased Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) conceptual framework 
approach with the EPA Tier 1 battery approach, as discussed at the March 2011 Panel meeting. If 
possible, as new/other worldwide regulatory agencies develop endocrine disruptor (ED) testing 
strategies, this information should be updated via addenda. 

c. Are the purpose and mechanistic basis of the BG1Luc ER TA test method adequately 
described? 

The purpose of this test method as a screen for in vitro estrogen receptor agonist and antagonist 
activity has been adequately stated. The mechanistic basis of the test method also is adequately 
described. 

d. Is the description of the use of the proposed test method in an overall strategy of hazard 
or safety assessment adequate? 

The use of the proposed test method in the overall strategy of hazard or safety assessment of 
endocrine-active chemicals (EACs) is unclear. There has been no clear regulatory guidance on how 
the method will be used in the EPA Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program (EDSP). 

Because the BG1Luc ER TA method has been validated to assess compounds for in vitro estrogen 
agonist and antagonist activity, the BG1Luc ER TA method should be considered as a replacement 
for the CERI STTA (which detects only agonist activity) and the RUC ER binding assays. 
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If, in the future, a receptor binding assay is still deemed necessary, the Panel recommends an 
evaluation of recombinant (human and animal) ER binding assays as replacements for the RUC ER 
binding assay.  

The BRD should also propose how the BG1Luc ER TA method could be used in screening, 
prioritization, and safety assessments for other regulatory testing programs (see comment above 
regarding the OECD conceptual framework). 

2. Test Method Protocol 

a. Are the protocols complete and adequate in detail for a laboratory to conduct the study, 
including (1) a description of the material and equipment needed to conduct the test and 
(2) a description of what is measured and how the data are used to identify positive and 
negative results? 

The protocols in Annexes E and F of the BRD appear complete and adequate in detail for a laboratory 
to conduct the study. Although the protocols state that alternative vendors for technical and cell 
culture equipment and supplies may be used, this should be more clearly stated in the BRD body.  

The approaches to evaluate data were reviewed and the Panel’s recommendations on quantification of 
activity are presented below in the response to Section II Question 4b. 

b. Overall, are critical aspects of the test method protocol, as outlined in the ICCVAM 
Submission Guidelines, adequately justified and described in the BRD? 

Critical aspects of the test method protocol are adequately justified and described in the BRD. 
However, the subjective nature of the visual assessment method for determining cytotoxicity raised 
concerns about its application with regard to future usage of the test method protocols. 

These concerns are: 

• Visual assessment of cytotoxicity is subject to operator inconsistencies and may not 
always accurately reflect the viability of cells in culture. This is particularly relevant as 
the use of the method expands to other laboratories. 

• The current cytotoxicity evaluation is in line with currently accepted practices 
(ISO 2009). The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) document 
compared the use of the subjective visual assessment of cytotoxicity with the objective 
MTT assay with regard to medical devices. This type of comparison has not but should 
ideally be completed in the future for chemicals evaluated in the BG1Luc ER TA.  

• An accurate, objective cytotoxicity method is most critical for the antagonist assay 
because it measures a loss of function mediated through the ER. Therefore, an ER-
mediated decrease in activity must be delineated from that resulting from cytotoxicity 
alone.  

For future test method use, the Panel recommends: 

• Testing of a wider set of substances with known mechanisms of cytotoxicity to further 
validate the qualitative cytotoxicity method 

• Use of quantitative cytotoxicity methods when developing new in vitro ER assays, which 
could also allow for normalization of relative light unit (RLU) responsiveness 
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i. Do you agree with reference standards and controls proposed for the agonist and 
antagonist protocols? Are there other reference standards and/or controls that you 
would consider more appropriate? 

The reference standards and controls proposed for the agonist and antagonist protocols are 
appropriate. Future studies should consider including confirmation assays using a pure ER antagonist 
(e.g., ICI 182,780), which would confirm ER binding behavior. 

ii. Do you agree with the plate acceptance criteria as defined in the agonist and antagonist 
protocols? Are there additional criteria that should be routinely used? 

The plate acceptance criteria defined in the agonist and antagonist protocols appear adequate. 
However, the criteria for acceptance based on the dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) controls could be too 
stringent if, for example, luminometer replacement is necessary. In such a situation, baseline 
luminometer values might change. The expectation is that the laboratory would perform adequate 
repeat baseline and positive and negative controls to assure reproducibility but would not repeat an 
entire validation study. A suggestion was made to use an acceptable range in RLUs induced by a 
specific concentration of 17β-estradiol. Such criteria would be independent of equipment and of the 
choice of vehicle; however, this approach would require validation. 

iii. Do you agree with the proposed decision criteria for identifying a positive or negative 
response in the agonist and antagonist protocols? 

The proposed decision criteria for identifying a qualitative positive or negative response in the agonist 
and antagonist protocols are acceptable (see response to Section II Question 4b). 

However, potency and intrinsic activity relative to a known endogenous ligand are critical 
components in determining whether a substance is truly positive, and this is not addressed in the 
current decision criteria. This assessment could include a relative potency approach by comparing to 
known reference substances. Including this component would result in dramatic improvement in the 
utility of this assay. 

The Panel recommends that the half-maximal effective and/or inhibitory concentrations (EC/IC50s) 
(or potency endpoints such as EC/IC20 or the concentration associated for a particular fold induction) 
be included in each study report and discussed in the Conclusions section in association with the 
qualitative dichotomous positive or negative calls. Uncertainty associated with these estimates should 
also be reported (e.g., confidence intervals). 

3. Substances Used for the Validation Study 

a. Do you consider the database for the BG1Luc ER TA test method representative of a 
sufficient range of chemical classes and physicochemical properties and that it would be 
applicable to any of the types of chemicals and products that are typically tested for 
estrogenic activity? If not, what are the relevant chemical classes/properties (other than 
those that are identified as limitations in the previous ICCVAM BRD [ICCVAM 2003, 
2006]) that should be tested with caution, or not evaluated using this test method? What 
chemicals or products should be evaluated to fill this data gap? 

The chemicals tested in this validation exercise represent a broad range of different chemical classes 
and physicochemical properties and represent a census of available information. The list follows 
ICCVAM guidance (ICCVAM 2003, 2006) and is largely applicable to chemicals and products that 
would be screened to evaluate potential in vitro estrogenic activity. Testing an adequate range of 
activities and a structurally diverse group of chemicals is important. In this validation study, 
estimated EC50s ranged seven orders of magnitude and varied in terms of their coverage of chemical 
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classes. However, several chemical classes in Table 3-7 of the BRD are represented by as few as one 
substance; therefore, in such cases, no conclusions on usefulness or limitations specific to these 
classes can be made. 

As new chemicals are tested in both agonist and antagonist protocols (e.g., data generated from 
ongoing EDSP Tier 1 testing and/or new ER TA protocols), the Panel recommends including a subset 
of the newly tested chemicals in any future validation studies. In particular, inclusion of data from 
chemicals in under-represented classes, compounds with known surface-active properties that could 
perturb the cell system, and compounds that are known to be negative for agonist activity are 
necessary. This last recommendation concerning negative compounds is particularly important 
because less than 25% of the agonist substances used for the accuracy analysis are negative. While 
the Panel acknowledges that great effort went into identifying substances that would fit into this 
category, it is difficult to investigate false positives in a new test system if the majority of test 
chemicals are positive. 

b. Do you agree with the methodology used to establish the consensus reference 
classification that was assigned to each reference substance? 

The use of the majority classification criteria among study results (i.e., >50%) to establish the 
consensus reference classification for each reference substance is a reasonable strategy. However, the 
criteria used to evaluate the quality of the data obtained from the literature to determine the reference 
classification needs to be described in the BRD. A ranking method such as Klimisch criteria 
(Klimisch et al. 1997), which focuses primarily on the reliability of the data, would provide clarity on 
the relative quality of the reference data and strengthen the classification. In addition, a sensitivity 
analysis could be performed to assess how the results of the validation study vary based on the 
method of reference classification. Alternatively, the concordance assessment could be repeated with 
a different classification criterion, such as declaring a chemical positive if at least one laboratory 
declared a positive result. 

4. Data and Results 

a. Have all known data for all studies used to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the 
BG1Luc ER TA test method been provided? 

Data for all studies used to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the BG1Luc ER TA test method 
appear to have been provided. The interlaboratory studies of the BG1Luc ER TA test method 
conducted by NICEATM, JaCVAM, and ECVAM have been included in the accuracy and reliability 
assessments provided in the BRD. The Panel is unaware of additional studies available for 
comparison to the BG1Luc ER TA test method for accuracy and reliability. 

b. Are the statistical and nonstatistical approaches to evaluate the data resulting from 
studies conducted with the BG1Luc ER TA test method appropriate? What other 
approaches could have been used? 

Approaches for assessing test method accuracy 
The Panel strongly supports the quantification of activity as a complement to the dichotomous call of 
a positive or negative response. Interpretation of the results should not rely solely on statistics but also 
on scientific judgment and should incorporate consideration of the nature and shape of the dose-
response relationship and, if needed, the reproducibility of the response in independent experiments. 
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At a very general level, the Panel recommends that the following questions be explicitly addressed in 
the BRD: 

1. What is the role of statistical modeling in the quantification of activity in this assay? 
2. What aspects of the dose-response relationship are of greatest interest? For example, 

potency evaluation may be of interest. 
3. Would characterization of a chemical’s estrogen receptor activity be most relevant and 

best utilized for comparison to that of a reference compound’s estrogenic response? 
4. Are there statistical criteria that can be used to support the decision of a positive call? 

• Should statistical tests of trend be included in the evaluation of a positive call? 

ICCVAM-recommended criteria (ICCVAM 2003) incorporating appropriate statistical methods and 
sound scientific judgment for classifying a substance as an ER agonist or antagonist are essential for 
ensuring the credibility of the results. However, the evaluation of data from studies conducted with 
the BG1Luc ER TA test method would benefit from specific attention to the following detailed 
comments. 

The criteria for making a positive call 
As defined in the BRD, the criteria for a positive call are based on comparisons to experimental 
results from the current set of test chemicals and sound scientific judgment. While the Panel views 
this as an acceptable strategy, a statistical test for trend is a reasonable approach for making a positive 
call (Bretz and Hothorn 2003). 

The criteria for estimating potency 
Potency estimation requires an adequate concentration–response model (Ritz 2010). If a particular 
model has been selected for biological or statistical reasons, then some processing of data may be 
required. For example, a Hill model was fit to the RLU responses in the current BRD. This model 
assumes a positive or neutral slope in the dose-response relationship. Points that deviated from a 
positive/neutral slope were excluded from the analysis. The rules for such preprocessing of data must 
be clearly stated. 

The estimated values for EC50 and IC50 presented in the BRD were point estimates without any error 
associated with them. Uncertainty associated with these estimates should be reported (e.g., confidence 
intervals). 

Potency estimates can be broader than just EC50 and IC50 parameters. For example, the concentration 
associated with a specific fold induction may be a relevant potency endpoint. 

Additional considerations 
The BRD should explicitly define all data transformations and normalizations. For example, the 
procedure to calculate the adjusted RLUs should be clearly described. The variability in the DMSO 
control responses appears to be ignored for the background correction of the adjusted RLUs. An 
alternative is to include the control response to help estimate the baseline in the concentration 
response model. 

Approaches for assessing reliability 
The appropriateness of methods used for reliability assessment is discussed in Section 6.0 (below). 

c. For each set of data, is the discussion of whether coded substances were tested and 
whether experiments were conducted without knowledge of the identity of the 
substances being tested adequately documented? 

The discussion of whether coded substances were tested and whether experiments were conducted 
without knowledge of the identity of the substances being tested is adequately documented. 
Section 3.9 of the BRD describes procurement, coding, and distribution. Section 4.4.2 of the BRD 
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states that substances in Phases 2, 3, and 4, which were critical for the evaluation of reliability and 
accuracy, were coded. 

The only additional information that should be provided is a confirmation of the coding for the 
controlled substances purchased regionally. Specifically, BRD Section 3.9 states that ECVAM and 
JaCVAM procured “controlled substances” from their regional suppliers. This raises the question of 
how they ensured that the laboratories did not know the identity of the tested substances—this should 
be clarified in the BRD. 

5. Test Method Accuracy 

a. The current accuracy analysis is based primarily on overall concordance with the 
ICCVAM reference consensus classification, which is based on results from in vitro ER 
TA test methods. Are these data adequate for assessing the accuracy of the test method? 

The ICCVAM reference consensus classification was the primary reference method used for 
assessing BG1Luc ER TA test method accuracy. Some additional measures of agreement were 
performed in comparison to the CERI STTA, RUC ER binding assay, and the uterotrophic assay. As 
described in Section 5.5 of the BRD, median estimated EC50 and IC50 values were compared with 
reference data using regression. If analysis of “agreement” between the two data sources is a major 
concern, statistical approaches are available that might provide more insight into the strength of 
agreement between assay results (e.g., Bland-Altman Plots and Limits-of-Agreement [Assessing 
Agreement 2007; Bland and Altman 1986, 1999]). 

The endorsement of a screening assay cannot be based on its strict agreement with any one other 
method but should be judged on a weight-of-evidence approach that includes all performance 
comparisons, the repeatability results, and scientific judgment regarding the biological relevance of 
the test system. 

b. Do you agree that accuracy of the BG1Luc ER TA test method should be based only on 
those substances for which an unequivocal reference classification can be assigned? 

The accuracy of the BG1Luc ER TA test method should be assessed using unequivocal reference 
classifications from other human ER TA tests. This increases confidence in the results by eliminating 
questionable responses. One caution is that validation study results based upon unequivocal 
classifications may result in overly optimistic assessments of test method performance. Substances 
that result in equivocal reference classifications may provide additional insights into aspects of the 
test method. 

c. Other concordance analyses included in the BRD are based on direct comparisons to in 
vivo (uterotrophic) or in vitro (CERI STTA, ER binding assay) test methods. How much 
emphasis should be placed on these comparisons relative to the comparisons to the 
ICCVAM classification? 

Comparing the new test method with other methods assessing the same mode of action is reasonable. 
Indices of agreement should be calculated only with data that meets certain quality control measures. 
Comparison of data from other methods could be confounded if alternative methods are not 
measuring an endpoint based upon the same biological mechanism. Accordingly, emphasis should be 
placed on describing the different purpose of the various tests, as well as their advantages and 
disadvantages. 

As noted above, data quality is an uncertainty for all of the reference methods used in the BG1Luc ER 
TA BRD. 
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d. Based on your responses to Questions 5 a-c, has the relevance (e.g., 
accuracy/concordance, sensitivity, specificity, false positive, and false negative rates) of 
the BG1Luc ER TA test method been adequately evaluated? If not, what other analyses 
should be performed? 

The interpretation of the estimated error rates should be put into context. The first observation is that 
this set of test chemicals necessarily represented a limited set of substances. As with all previous 
validation studies of this type, the performance of this assay with new classes of chemicals will be 
difficult to predict. This is not seen as any reason for not endorsing the method for use in a test battery 
or other weight-of-evidence approach, but it is an important issue for users to understand. 

The second observation is that confidence intervals for the calculated performance statistics, 
including the false positive and false negative error estimates, should be provided. Additionally, the 
contingency tables used to generate the summary statistics should be included in the document, 
including tables showing results from the individual laboratories. 

The criteria for declaring a chemical as positive changed after Phase 3 was completed and were 
retrospectively applied to all of the previous data. The Panel recognizes that the original criteria were 
inadequate. This should not be a precedent going forward because optimal decision criteria should be 
selected a priori. However, for this study, the Panel affirms that the changes made were performed in 
an appropriate manner. 

e. Do you agree that this test method is effective for generating data in an amount and of a 
scientific value that is at least equivalent to the data generated from existing tests (i.e., 
U.S. EPA Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program Test Guideline OPPTS 890.1300: 
Estrogen Receptor Transcriptional Activation [EPA 2009])? 

The BG1Luc ER TA test method is effective for generating data that are functionally equivalent to 
the data generated from existing tests (i.e., U.S. EPA Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program Test 
Guideline OPPTS 890.1300: Estrogen Receptor Transcriptional Activation [EPA 2009]). 

In fact, the BG1Luc ER TA protocol could be considered an improvement over the CERI protocol 
given the extent to which the BG1Luc ER TA protocol was standardized and optimized. The Panel 
recommends that the CERI protocol be revised to meet the standards established in the BG1Luc ER 
TA protocol. 

f. Based on comparison of results from the ER TA with results from RUC ER binding 
assays, are there sufficient data to conclude that positive and/or negative results from 
BG1Luc ER TA can adequately identify ER binding potential compared to the RUC? If 
not, what other analyses and/or additional information would be necessary to draw such 
a conclusion? 

RUC ER binding assays indicate agreement with the BG1Luc ER TA test method results and suggest 
that the outcomes of the stably transfected ER TA test method can provide insight regarding the 
biological effect of chemicals mediated by ER–ligand interactions. There appears to be sufficient data 
to consider replacing the rat uterine cytosol ER binding assay with the BG1Luc ER TA test method, 
especially if ER confirmation assays are completed as part of the BG1Luc ER TA test method 
procedure (see Section II.2.b.i). Therefore, the Panel recommends that NICEATM and ICCVAM 
identify and use other available ER binding data for these comparisons (i.e., substances beyond the 
78 tested in the BG1Luc ER TA validation study). As an additional activity, the Panel recommends 
an evaluation of recombinant (human and animal) ER binding as a replacement for the RUC ER 
binding assays. 
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6. Test Method Reliability (Intra- and Interlaboratory Reproducibility) 

a. Has the intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility of the BG1Luc ER TA test method 
been adequately evaluated? If not, what other analyses should be performed? Are any 
limitations apparent based on this intralaboratory reproducibility assessment? 

The Panel combined the responses to both intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility evaluations 
because they are similar. 

In general, insufficient data are presented to ensure that a thorough analysis of intra- and 
interlaboratory reproducibility has been performed. While reproducibility has been addressed on three 
data levels (raw data [e.g., DMSO control measurements], derived endpoints [e.g., EC50], and 
prediction of estrogenic activity), the analysis is descriptive. No formal inference has been carried 
out. The descriptive approach is acceptable; however, some additional analyses could be performed to 
better understand the components of assay response variability. 

Many of the figures in the BRD do not adequately present the variability associated with the test 
method and in fact may confuse variability with outliers. For example, it is better to display a scatter 
plot of data instead of means and standard deviations when only three data points are present at each 
concentration. Sources of variability could be explored using appropriate methods such as 
descriptively comparing coefficients of variation (CVs) or using more formal statistical methods to 
estimate variance components. 

The potency discussion in the BRD did not capture the variability in these quantities. This could be 
captured by calculating the mean and standard deviation of the log EC50 for each chemical in the 
BG1Luc ER TA validation study. These quantities could then be compared to the analysis of other 
established test methods considered acceptable that also include these calculations (e.g., CERI 
STTA). 

The rationale for selection of substances used to evaluate intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility 
should be more clearly described in the BRD. It should be noted that excluding substances from the 
analysis of reproducibility for which definite results were not determined may produce an assessment 
of reproducibility that is too optimistic. 

7. Data Quality 

a. Is the extent of adherence to national and international Good Laboratory Practice 
(GLP) guidelines for all submitted test data and the use of coded substances and coded 
testing adequately presented? 

Validation guidance states that “Ideally, all data supporting the validity of a test method should be 
obtained and reported in accordance with Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) guidelines. Aspects of 
data collection not performed according to GLPs must be fully described, along with their potential 
impact” (ICCVAM 1997). Two out of the three laboratories in this study followed GLPs, and the 
third laboratory was ISO 9000 certified. Therefore, the extent of adherence to national and 
international GLP guidelines is adequately presented. The use of coded substances and coded testing 
in the validation studies is adequately described. Deviations and alterations to original protocols 
including use of coded substances were relatively well described, such as acquisition of controlled 
agents (e.g., androgens, barbiturates, etc.) for testing. 

However, while training of laboratory personnel was reportedly conducted, details that would be 
included in formal training records were not available to confirm compliance with GLPs and Good 
Cell Culture Practices (GCCP). 
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An essential subsection is missing from BRD Section 7.0 that should include a description of the 
quality of the reference data. Several reference methods were used to assess BG1Luc ER TA test 
method accuracy and concordance. Therefore, the “quality” of the reference data for the following 
methods should be summarized in the BRD: CERI STTA, data used to generate ICCVAM reference 
classifications, uterotrophic assay, and RUC ER binding assay. If this information is incomplete or 
unavailable, it should be explained in the BRD. As discussed in Section 3 of the BRD, regarding the 
ICCVAM reference classifications, consideration could be given to assigning greater weight to 
certain reference data, and a thorough description of the weighting methodology should be provided. 

Section 7.2 of the BRD states that an independent quality assurance (QA) review was conducted at 
each of the participating laboratories. This should have included a process audit of the assay at each 
laboratory (at the time of testing) to ensure that standard operating procedures (SOPs) were followed. 
Any data transfers made during calculations and statistical analysis also need to be audited to ensure 
that errors are caught and corrected. The responsible QA personnel in each lab should also be 
identified in this section. Based on the information provided in the BRD, it is not clear if all of these 
steps were performed. All audits should be documented in an appendix to the BRD. Ideally, an 
independent audit of all data from all laboratories should be conducted upon the conclusion of an 
interlaboratory validation study. 

The following statement is included in Section 7.4 of the BRD: “since the updated classification 
system was developed after testing was complete, these substances were not retested.” This seems 
problematic from a validation study perspective. However, as previously discussed in the response to 
Question 5d, the Panel affirmed that the changes made were performed in an appropriate manner and 
recommended that the explanation be added to the BRD. 

Section 7.5 of the BRD should include a statement about the availability of audit results, statistical 
evaluations, and methods for calculations. Additionally, the time requirements and location(s) for 
study data retention/storage should be described, as well as the secondary location for storage of 
backup copies of study data. 

8. Consideration of All Available Data and Relevant Information 

a. Based on available information contained in the draft BG1Luc ER TA BRD, have all 
the relevant data identified in published or unpublished studies that employ this test 
method been adequately considered? Are there other comparative test method data that 
were not considered in the draft BRD but are available for consideration? If yes, please 
explain how to obtain such data. 

To the extent the Panel can determine, all the relevant data identified in published studies that employ 
this test method have been adequately considered. The Panel is not aware of any existing unpublished 
studies. 

Quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR)-based predictions for ER binding on some of the 
substances tested in this study are likely available in the literature, and a comparison to BG1Luc ER 
TA and RUC ER binding results would be of value. 

9. Animal Welfare Considerations 

a. Is the extent to which the BG1Luc ER TA test methods will reduce, refine, or replace 
animal use adequately characterized and discussed? If not, then what should be added? 

The extent to which the BG1Luc ER TA test methods will reduce, refine, or replace animal use 
requires further discussion. In order to fully understand how this method will impact the 3Rs, the 
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context into which this test method would fit into the overall EPA EDSP Tier I screening battery is 
needed. For example, if the BG1Luc ER TA test method is just added to the battery of individual 
screening assays, the BRD should simply state that it would not reduce animal use at this time. 
However, additional consideration of strategic testing schemes provides possible approaches by 
which a validated BG1Luc ER TA test method could contribute to reducing animal use. For example, 
these could include: 

• Defining whether the BG1Luc ER TA test method will be performed prior to or 
simultaneously with the other in vitro and in vivo assays 

• Defining the implications for possible Tier II testing, which will likely incorporate 
significant animal use 

Comments provided in the EPA’s 2011 budget (EPA 2011) state the EPA’s intent to phase out the 
EDSP and to include high-throughput ED-detecting assays in the ToxCast screening battery, which 
could lead to reductions in animal use for regulatory testing over the long term. The BG1Luc ER TA 
test method could contribute to the development of this screening battery. 

A major limitation of in vitro EAC testing and the EDSP screening battery is the lack of an in vitro 
method to evaluate metabolism. The inclusion of a metabolism component as part of any in vitro/in 
silico EAC test battery will provide a more biologically relevant assessment of EAC activity. Because 
there are many in vitro metabolism methods being used in drug development and being used for in 
vitro testing of other toxicity endpoints (e.g., genotoxicity), the importance of including metabolism 
in all future assays for in vitro EAC activity needs to be discussed in the BRD. 

Implications of a validated BG1Luc ER TA test method for use in the European Union and Japan 
were not discussed in the BRD. An evaluation of potential EACs is required under the EU chemical 
regulation REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals) (Bars et al. 
2011; European Commission 2006; Kovarich et al. 2011; Marx-Stoelting et al. 2011), and validated 
in vitro methods may reduce animal use in this kind of testing program. “REACH-type” programs are 
also being adopted by Asian countries, so the availability of validated in vitro and in silico methods to 
screen/prioritize chemicals for these testing programs has further potential to reduce animal use. 
Following validation, the development of in vitro EAC assays into an OECD Test Guideline will 
broaden their potential for reducing animal use. 

The concordance of the BG1Luc ER TA test method with the RUC ER binding assay of 97% (33/34 
substances) suggests the BG1 assay could “replace” the rat ER binding assay within the EDSP Tier 1 
battery (and similar test batteries). This excellent concordance of the BG1Luc ER TA test method 
exceeds the “performance” of other methods that have been endorsed as scientifically valid. If 
necessary, additional retrospective data analyses could be conducted. This topic was extensively 
discussed by the Panel, and additional Panel recommendations are provided in the Overview and 
Sections II.1.d and II.5.f of this report. 

Based on the concordance of the BG1Luc ER TA test method with the rat uterotrophic assay (92%, 
12/13), the BG1Luc ER TA test method is a potential candidate for reducing the use of the 
uterotrophic assay, which in turn would reduce animal use. The small data set, however, is not 
sufficient to recommend endorsement of BG1Luc ER TA as a replacement at this time. Therefore, the 
BG1Luc ER TA should be considered as a high priority for additional studies. A retrospective 
analysis may be sufficient. However, if necessary, a prospective study could be conducted to further 
compare these methods, preferably by identifying additional materials already evaluated in the 
uterotrophic assay. In vitro metabolism is an essential component of any prospective study that 
compares the BG1Luc ER TA to an in vivo assay. Also, since the BG1Luc ER TA was already 
subjected to an extensive interlaboratory study, consideration for an abbreviated assessment (e.g., 1 or 
2 laboratories) could be considered to reduce time and costs. 
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Comparisons of the BG1Luc ER TA test method to the uterotrophic bioassay (or any other in vivo test 
results) would benefit from including analytical methods to measure the extent of free chemical 
exposure to target organs in vivo or to the cells in culture (Gülden and Seibert 2003). 

The following text is suggested as a concluding paragraph for BRD Section 9:  

The development of a battery of in vitro and in silico methods that can replace animal testing 
for detecting chemicals that have the potential to interact with the endocrine system (i.e., 
endocrine active chemicals [EAC]) is a biologically complex problem. For example, a 
method for assessment of metabolites needs to be included with the in vitro assays, and 
assays for assessing the many modes of action of EACs on various tissues and species need to 
be developed and validated. The experience derived from validating and using the in vitro 
BG1Luc ER TA test method is expected to contribute to our knowledge and promote 
progress toward this goal. It should lead to the broader use of cell-based methods for EAC 
screening, and could include the use of cells from other species. 

10. Practical Considerations 

a. Are the practical considerations associated with the BG1Luc ER TA test method 
adequately described and are there any points that would seem to preclude its 
transferability and implementation by other laboratories? 

There are a few practical considerations that should be addressed: 

• There needs to be better clarification regarding the availability of the BG1Luc4E2 cell 
line. This cell line has not been placed in a public repository and therefore additional 
efforts should be undertaken to do so or to otherwise ensure the continued availability of 
the cell line. It is the understanding of the Panel that the BG1Luc4E2 cell line is available 
upon request for a reasonable fee. Written confirmation of this needs to be obtained, and 
indicated as such in the BRD. 

• The costs of equipment and supplies are provided, but these costs should be associated 
with the date they were acquired (i.e., it is not clear if the costs provided are current). 
This information should be updated in the BRD. Additionally, it should be clarified that 
the vendors used during this update are suggestions only and that equipment and supplies 
are not restricted to specific vendors. 

b. Are the apparent level of training and expertise required to conduct the BG1Luc ER 
TA test method reasonable for its wide use? 

The level of training and expertise required to conduct the BG1Luc ER TA test method are 
reasonable for its wide use. In order to minimize variability, the protocol should place greater 
emphasis on the need for adherence to Good Cell Culture Practices, Good Laboratory Practices, 
training of personnel and contamination control. Best practices for data analysis, presentation and 
data illustration (graphs, tables, etc.) should also be used. 
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III. Draft ICCVAM Test Method Recommendations on the BG1Luc ER TA Test 
Method to Identify Substances With Estrogen Agonist and/or Antagonist 
Activity 

1. Test Method Usefulness and Limitations 

a. Do you agree that the available data and test method performance (accuracy and 
reliability) support the ICCVAM draft recommendations for the BG1Luc ER TA test 
method in terms of the proposed test method usefulness and limitations? 

Based on overall test method performance as presented in the BRD, the BG1Luc ER TA test method 
is capable of identifying substances as potential in vitro ER agonists or antagonists, as is 
recommended by ICCVAM, provided the acceptance criteria described in the recommended test 
method protocol are met. 

However, careful analysis of cytotoxicity is critical for correctly interpreting results, particularly with 
regard to the antagonist protocol. While it appears the qualitative approach can be used successfully 
for some chemicals, as indicated in the responses to Question II.4, a quantitative approach is 
recommended as the primary method for evaluating cytotoxicity. In addition, accessibility to the cell 
line still needs to be resolved, which clearly can impact the future use of this assay, including its use 
as a screening test in a contract laboratory setting. 

The Panel also noted that limitations due to interlaboratory variability may not be fully explained by 
the data analysis provided in the draft BRD. In addition, test method accuracy statistics (concordance, 
false positives and negatives, etc.) need to be updated to include the confidence intervals. 

If ICCVAM concurs with the Panel’s recommendations, then the recommendation that BG1Luc ER 
TA be considered for replacing the RUC ER binding assay in test batteries and tiered testing schemes 
such as EDSP Tier 1 battery needs to be moved to this section of the ICCVAM recommendations. 

2. Test Method Protocols 

a. Do you agree that the available data support the ICCVAM draft recommendations for 
the BG1Luc ER TA test method procedure in terms of the proposed test method 
standardized protocols? If not, what recommendations would you make? 

The available data support the ICCVAM draft recommendations for the BG1Luc ER TA test method 
procedure in terms of the proposed test method standardized protocols with the caveat that the visual 
assessment of cytotoxicity needs to be better standardized and validated for chemicals or replaced by 
a quantitative method (see related comments on the test method protocol in Section 2b and below 
relative to future studies). Additionally, appropriate quality control measures should be further 
emphasized in the protocols to ensure reproducibility (i.e., GLPs, GCCPs, training, and contamination 
control). 

3. Future Studies 

Do you agree that the available data support the ICCVAM draft recommendations for the 
BG1Luc ER TA test method in terms of the proposed future studies? If not, then what 
recommendations would you make? Please explain your answer. 

The available data support the ICCVAM draft recommendations for the BG1Luc ER TA test method 
in terms of the proposed future studies. Before additional work is recommended, it is important that 
all efforts have been made to make use of information that is available.  
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In addition to those proposed studies, recommended future studies include the following: 

• Efforts to assess the utility of the current visual assessment of cytotoxicity evaluation for 
chemicals, or a quantitative method, should be assessed for its replacement. 

• Future studies to account for compound metabolism/activation could expand the utility of 
this and other ER TA methods. 

• A search for fully defined media to replace fetal bovine serum is recommended. 
• A study to assess protocol components that might impact intra- and/or interlab variability 

in BG1Luc ER TA test results is recommended. 
• An effort to expand the reference substance list, and subsequently the BG1Luc ER TA 

test results, with additional negative agonist and positive antagonist test substances is 
recommended. Pazos et al. (2010) is a possible source for additional reference 
substances. 

4. Performance Standards 

ICCVAM has developed draft performance standards consisting of essential test method components, 
a minimum list of reference substances, and expected accuracy and reliability values. These are 
proposed for evaluating the acceptability of proposed test methods that are mechanistically and 
functionally similar to the BG1Luc ER TA test method. The overall question for the Panel is do 
you consider these performance standards adequate for assessing the accuracy and reliability of 
test method protocols that are based on similar scientific principles and that measure the same 
biological effect as the BG1Luc ER TA test method? 

a. Do you agree with the selection and prioritization criteria used to select the 
performance standards reference substances? 

In general the criteria used to select the performance standards reference substances are adequate. As 
previously noted, the use of the majority classification criteria (i.e., greater than 50%) among results 
to establish the consensus reference determination that was assigned to each reference substance is a 
reasonable strategy. However, the criteria used to evaluate the quality of the data obtained from the 
literature to determine the reference classification could impact the appropriateness of such a strategy. 
The use of a ranking method such as using Klimisch criteria (Klimisch et al. 1997), which focuses 
essentially on the reliability of the data, would strengthen the resulting activity determination. In 
addition, some type of sensitivity analysis could be performed that would be more robust than a 
simple majority classification. 

b. Do you consider the number of substances included in the list of reference substances to 
be an adequate number upon which to evaluate the performance of functionally and 
mechanistically similar test methods? If not, how many reference substances should be 
tested? 

Based upon the currently available data, the list of reference substances upon which to evaluate the 
performance of functionally and mechanistically similar test methods is adequate. Ideally, more 
negatives should be included, but the Panel recognizes that data on such substances are not currently 
available. See additional discussion below. 
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c. Do you consider the types of substances included in the reference substance list, with 
regard to relative estrogenic activity and physicochemical characteristics to be 
representative of the overall diversity of substances that are likely to be tested for 
potential estrogenic activity? 

The reference substance list has reasonable overall diversity and reflects the extensive effort to obtain 
all available relevant information. The list allows for a wide range of estrogenic activity over several 
orders of magnitude, as well as a few confounders to assess the robustness of the assay and its 
methodology (e.g., TPA, sodium azide, ammonium perchlorate, cycloheximide, and actinomycin D). 
However, there may be an opportunity to revisit the list of reference substances and make 
modifications based on experience gained in the assay subsequent to future testing. For example, 
more negatives and proportionally fewer positives should be included in the list for agonist testing 
when possible. 

d. Are there other types of information relevant to estrogen agonist or antagonist activity 
that should be considered in order to demonstrate an adequately diverse reference list? 
If yes, please explain what additional information should be included. 

As noted above, the reference list is adequately diverse, but it would benefit from the inclusion of 
additional negative substances once they become available. 

e. “Discordant chemicals” are also included in the reference list as substances that could 
be studied to evaluate if the proposed modifications might provide improved 
performance relative to the BG1Luc ER TA test method. Please comment on the 
appropriateness of including these specific substances in the reference list. Should more 
and/or different substances be included? If so, how many more and what are they? 
Should testing these substances be required? 

Discordant chemicals should be included on the reference substance list. These discordant chemicals, 
which include weakly active or non-active chemicals, transcriptional inhibitors, and general 
cytotoxicants, are critical for truly characterizing the limitations of the assay. While more compounds 
of a similar type might have some added value, there are enough to lend sufficient robustness to an 
assessment. In order to place any “discordant” results into proper context, some metric of potency and 
intrinsic activity should be included in the accuracy evaluation. 

f. Are there any substances on the proposed reference list for which a discordant result 
would be considered unacceptable and would therefore signal that a proposed test 
method is not considered scientifically valid, regardless of its overall performance? 

The potent estrogens on the reference list should not be missed. There could be some tolerance for 
discordance for the weakly active reference substances. Therefore, any “discordant” results should be 
discussed in terms of the ability of the test method to detect a similar range of potencies and intrinsic 
activity, as well as the chemical/product class. This could also facilitate the interpretation and utility 
of the data in a possible “weight of evidence” assessment of comparative assays. 

g. Do you consider the number of repeat experiments to be adequate to evaluate intra- and 
interlaboratory reproducibility? 

The number of repeat experiments to evaluate intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility appears to be 
a good start. The intralaboratory and interlaboratory reproducibility assessments allow for a 
reasonable evaluation of the methodology on the validation reference set of materials. 

However, as discussed in Section II.6 of this report, while reproducibility has been addressed on three 
data levels (raw data [e.g., DMSO control measurements], derived endpoints [e.g., EC50], and 
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prediction of estrogenic activity), the analysis is descriptive. No formal inference has been carried 
out. The descriptive approach is acceptable; however, there are some additional analyses that could be 
performed to better understand these components of assay response variability. 

5. Additional Comments on Essential Test Method Components 

The justification for some of the essential test method components is not clear. For example: 

• The type of cell line does not have to be specified in the performance standards. It is 
critical to ensure that any cell line used incorporates the appropriate “endogenous cellular 
machinery,” as stated in the BRD, but the specific tissue source, type, and species may 
not be critical. 

• Evaluation of cytotoxicity is necessary. The Panel recommends a quantitative approach 
be used when developing new ER TA methods, particularly with regard to an antagonist 
protocol, where false positives can result from cytotoxicity. 

6. Additional Comments on Test Method Performance 

The criteria for accuracy included in the performance standards should be based on meeting or 
exceeding the lowest accuracy that was noted among the participating laboratories. As noted 
previously, the Panel strongly supports the quantification of activity as a complement to the 
dichotomous call of a positive or negative response. Interpretation of the results should not rely solely 
on statistics but also on scientific judgment and should incorporate consideration of the nature and 
shape of the dose-response relationship and, if needed, the reproducibility of the response in 
independent experiments. A test of trend might be preferred to the BRD’s suggestion of “three points 
with non-overlapping error bars.” 

• The BRD should define what statistic corresponds to the error bars included in the criteria 
for a positive response (i.e., standard deviations, standard errors, half-width of confidence 
intervals). Additionally, the idea of nonoverlapping confidence intervals is a conservative 
way to declare difference between parameters and is not clear guidance. 

• A metric of potency and intrinsic activity should be included in the accuracy evaluation; 
appropriate measures of uncertainty should also be included. Therefore, the reporting 
requirements should include the metric of potency that is used. 

• Sensitivity analyses based on EC50 (agonist) or IC50 (antagonist) should also be 
considered. 
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Appendix A 

Errors and Omissions 
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The Panel has identified several errors that should be corrected, as well as omissions of existing 
relevant data or information that should be included. These are detailed below. 

General Format 

In general, table titles are not explicit enough and should better describe the content of the tables. 

Throughout the text the use of the wording “normal” should be discouraged: 

•  “… the normal function …”.  
• “… interfere with normal estrogen activity. …” 

Preface 

Page xvii 
Spell out ER, AR and TA at first use; add citations for BRDs (3rd line up from bottom) 

Page xvii (last paragraph) 
Add “identification of substances with in vitro ER agonist or antagonist activity, as predictive of 
activity in vivo”. 

Page xviii - top line 
Add citation 

Page xviii - last paragraph statement 
 “...for identification of substances with in vitro ER agonist or antagonist activity”  
Suggest deleting “in vitro” from this and other similar statements in the BRD as this conflicts with 
your own definition of the scientific basis for the BG1Luc ER TA Luc ER TA on page 1-11, which 
says the in vitro ER TA assays are to identify... that might interfere with normal estrogen activity in 
vivo

Page xix - 6th line from top 
“these proposed...” should be “the proposed....” 

. Including “in vitro” also conflicts with the original described goals of the EPA for this kind of 
assay to be validated “to determine whether certain substances may have an effect in humans....” - see 
page 1-2. 

Page xix 
The second charge to the panel (3rd line from top) is “assessing the extent that established validation 
and acceptance criteria have been adequately addressed.” To do this NICEATM/ICCVAM selectively 
provided the peer panel with a list of questions that effectively cover some of the criteria but not 
others. The second question in this set of “questions to the panel” should list the validation and 
acceptance criteria, so that the panel members can easily review them and respond effectively to this 
second charge identified for the panel. The remaining NICEATM questions can then follow. 

Executive Summary 
The Executive Summary should be a stand-alone document and provide a clear explanation of how 
the assay is used to identify a substance as positive or negative as well as how substances were 
classified as positives or negatives. This information will improve the reader’s understanding of 
results. 

Page xxi  
Spell out ER, AR and TA at first use; add citations for BRDs (first paragraph) 

                                                 
This appendix documents errors and omissions identified by the Panel, as communicated to NICEATM. Editing 
of Panel comments by NICEATM has been limited to only that necessary to ensure clarity. 
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Page xxii (end of paragraph just before protocol section)  
The ES does not make it clear to a reader, as a stand-alone document, the role of the peer review and 
the Panel and that this is a draft BRD. Therefore, add statement something like this to the end of the 
paragraph: “This draft version of the BRD will be reviewed by an international independent scientific 
peer review panel (Panel) that will meet on March 29-30, 2011. The Panel’s comments will be 
considered by ICCVAM before ICCVAM recommendations on the BG1Luc ER TA test method are 
finalized.”  

Page xxii 
Protocol section should briefly explain how the assay is used to identify a substance as positive or 
negative, and why the qualitative endpoint is being used for the proposed validated assay. 

Page xxii-xxiii - Substances used  
Add citation for identification of 78 substances; add statement explaining how substances were 
classified as +/- for ER TA activity; the numbers don’t add up - make it easier for reader to 
understand the numbers of positives and negatives identified and used in this study. 

Page xxiii - Accuracy section 
More clearly define the reference method - “preponderance of published data” - of what kind of data? 
Average response from 3 labs should not be used. In real testing one lab will be used, therefore each 
lab should be assessed independently for correlation to reference method(s). First time CERI STTA is 
mentioned it should briefly be explained as the only currently accepted in vitro method.... The 
numbers in this section don’t add up without further explanation - check their correctness and 
simplify this for the reader.  

Page xxvi (last paragraph)  
Add “antagonist” to this statement: “....identify substances with estrogen agonist and antagonist 
activity.”  

Page xxvi (last paragraph)  
Add statement something like this to the end of the page: These ICCVAM draft recommendations 
will be reviewed by the scientific peer review panel at the March 2011 meeting, and the Panel’s 
comments will be considered by ICCVAM before they are finalized. 

1.0 Introduction 

The Introduction should provide the advantages of the BG1Luc ER TA test method. Included in this 
information, this section should include some of the background behind the preference for a TA assay 
over a binding assay (there are parts to this here and there) but might consider pulling some from the 
Rogers paper: 

Binding assays and caveats leading to why TA assays are better than binding assays (agonist and 
antagonist activity can be assessed, done at physiological temperatures etc). 

Transient transfection assay vs. development of a stable cell line and why a stable cell is better. 

For this ER TA cell line the properties that make it best suitable for this use (little metabolic activity, 
appropriate transcription machinery for hormone responsive cells, no other steroid hormone receptors 
are expressed to confound the assay, etc.) 

Page 1-2: 3rd line 
Delete “in vitro” for same reason previously discussed 

Line 33-35 in the Public Health Perspective section (1.2)  
Says “EDs are widespread in our environment…”, though most of the substances have not yet been 
judged to be endocrine disrupting, since the definitive test methods have not been established. 
Diethylstilbestrol is obviously an endocrine disruptor by its clinical and epidemiological evidence, 
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and bisphenol-A may deserve to be an ED by many supporting experimental results, but other 
chemicals are in purgatory so far. Thus, “EDs are widespread …” should be “Potential EACs are 
widespread…” 

Page 1-2: Historical Background 
Lists 3 Acts as requiring EPA to develop EAC test methods, and then the next statement refers to only 
one Act. Please clarify and correct. 

Pages 1-2 and 1-13 
Remove the Fenner-Crisp and Fisher reference, which appears to be only an abstract and not needed 
to define EACs. 

The BG1Luc ER TA Luc ER TA should be defined as an appropriate screen (section 1.5.2) to be 
integrated in an accurate, comprehensive and cost-effective in vitro testing battery (section 1.5.5) 

Section 1.4 describes that the interlaboratory validation study was conducted by three laboratories in 
three different regions. Why they were restricted to three, and do three suffice the validation? I am not 
making an objection but want to confirm the background opinion. 

Page 1-5 
Delete “academia” from 4th paragraph unless you can identify academic labs that conduct high 
throughput testing of chemicals. 

Page 1-6: section 1.5.2 
Move this statement “An appropriate screen such as....” to the end of the section, and revise as 
follows: Depending on how it is used, an appropriate screen such as BG1Luc ER TA Luc ER TA has 
the potential to limit human and ecological...... 

Page 1-7: section 1.5.3 
Not sure last statement is correct - how would BG1Luc ER TA assay eliminate need for testing in 
these [Tier 1?] animal models? 

Page 1-3 
A section titled “Regulatory rationale for BG1Luc ER TA” should be added to the Introduction 
section. The EPA EDSP is the motivation for this entire decade-long validation process and relevant 
information from the EPA EDSP should be summarized in Section 1.0, including a summary of the 
regulatory use of the current and the proposed EDSP test batteries. Especially relevant are: a) the 
recent policy document regarding how to use Tier I data - this should be summarized for easy 
understanding, b) the 11 Tier 1 assays were [pre?]validated by the EPA/OECD, and c) when is Tier 2 
testing required? The validation of the CERI ER TA reference method should be described and 
references to relevant documents provided. Current and future OECD TG activities could be 
described in this section, as well as EU and Japan regulatory implications. 

Section 1.7 describes more precisely the interlaboratory validation study. It is not clear how the 
laboratory qualification was done. It seems to have been done in the Phase 2 depicted in Fig. 1-1, but 
it is better to be stated also in the text. 

Page 1-8: section 1.5.5 
Seems to exaggerate savings; BG1Luc ER TA as part of a battery of in vivo and in vitro tests would 
not provide cost and time savings; its potential use as a screening assay compared to an animal test 
might....If BG1Luc ER TA leads to development and validation of a more complete battery of in vitro 
methods or tiered testing scheme then the potential to reduce animal use would be more likely. 

Page 1-9: section 1.7 
The statement about KoCVAM should be removed. Other table entries are not described in this 
degree of detail in the text so it seems out of place. 
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2.0 Protocol Components 

Discuss the sequence of the vector itself and that it has been closely examined for the presence of 
cryptic activation sites which could confound the data (I assume this was done as with computers it is 
quite easy to assess – not like the old days). The use of 4 ERE’s with varying orientations in the 
construct design should be discussed. 

A section on reference method protocol(s) is missing from the BRD. 

Protocol section should clearly explain when over the course of the study changes were made to the 
protocol and test method evaluation criteria, and why these changes would not affect study results 
that are being evaluated to assess the scientific validity of the assay. Validation study guidance states 
that: “Prevalidation is the process by which testing laboratories are selected and demonstrate 
competence in performing the testing procedures, and during which the test protocols are 
standardized. It is important that this be established in advance of formal validation procedures” 
(http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov/docs/about_docs/validate.pdf, page 33). 

Section 2.3: Preparation and use of cells 
The BRD protocol section does not adequately describe the cell culture procedures (split ratios, 
number of cells seeded per well, storage conditions, passage numbers acceptable for validated assays, 
etc.) 

Section 2.2.1  
Explain how the cell line was characterized including relevant citations, and state what components 
are critical to the development of a “replacement” cell line (cell line characterization criteria). This 
information is needed for development of the performance standards.  

Section 2.2.1 
Should identify source(s) for the cell line.  

Table 2-4 
Add column showing corresponding % cell viability.  

3.0 Substances Used 

L7: complete the dotted line. 

L8: “… EA TA …” should be ER TA. 

L10: “… EA TA …” should be ER TA. 

L13 and 14 
Consistency between both titles “… to assess ...” 
Also correct the title accordingly in the text. 

L27 
Citation order 2002 a to d. 

Page 3-9, line 54-55: add citation. 

Footnote of table 3-2 

L96-97: ER = endocrine estrogen (?)

L100, 101, and 102: (

 receptor 

2010

L147: “… EA TA …” should be ER TA. 

) Could this citation be incomplete? 

L156: … and vise-versa… delete. 

L176: “… EA TA …” should be ER TA. 
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L190-191: “… in conjunction with

L194-199: The number of substances listed by the bullets is 13, not 15 (?). 

 CERI …” 

Table 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6 
Add a footnote to explain the column “ICCVAM Consensus Classification”. For example: estrogenic 
activity based on a literature review for effects on ER binding, ER-TA based on CERI, and 
uterotrophic response. 

Consider the following to reduce the number of tables: The only new information in Table 3-5 and 
3-6 is the Study Phase. Table 3-5 and 3-6 can be deleted and replaced by a single column inserted in 
Table 3-3 and 3-4. There is enough space to insert this column in Table 3-3 and 3-4. For example, 
17b-estradiol is listed as agonist in Phase 1 and 3, therefore in this new column the number “1,3” can 
be added beside 17b-estradiol. 

A footnote can be added to the table to explain the implication of the Study Phase. 

In general the Table titles poorly describe the content of the tables.  

L221: “Substances Used to Assess

L232-250 
If needed, this is an area where the length of the document can be reduced by presenting Section 3.7 
and 3.8 into an annex. This new annex can be cited with the description of Table 3-1. The information 
presented in section 3.7 and 3.8 is redundant with the information already presented in Table 3-1. The 
text in both sections (3.7 and 3.8), as well as the “incomplete” titles of Table 3-7 and 3-8, failed at 
justifying the repetition of the same data but in a different format. It is understood that the idea is to 
demonstrate that the validation process involved a wide distribution of chemicals based on chemical 
and product classes, but Table 3-1 was sufficient to achieve this. In addition, the unavoidable fact that 
the same chemical can be assigned to more than one category is reducing the importance of these 
tables.  

 for …”. To be consistent with title 3.6. 

L262: methyl-testosterone 

In section 3.9 it says that ECVAM and JaCVAM procured “controlled substances” from their regional 
suppliers. This raises the question how ECVAM ensured that the identity of the tested substances was 
not known to the (in-house?) ECVAM laboratory. This should be clarified in the BRD. 

4.0 Test Method Data and Results 

L20-21: Delete, not useful. 

L76-77: “Hiyoshi reported the lowest values …”. This is not obvious, is this useful? 

L103: “… (i.e., the methoxychlor control must be positive).” 

L147 
Not clear, rewrite adjustment calculation. What is meant by “the maximum Ral response to 
10,000…”. Perhaps an example could be provided. 

L160-161: Not clear. Perhaps an example could be provided. 

L200 and L204: Flouranthene should be Fluo

Table 4-11. “Agonist Range Finder Starting Concentrations Based on Solubility 

ranthene. 

in the culture 
medium

Table 4-12 “Antagonist Range Finder Starting Concentrations Based on Solubility 

”.  

in the culture 
medium”.  
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L224: “… comprehensive testing. This

L231: The reference to Table 4-11 is not appropriate, it should be 4-13. 

 which was …” 

L235: The reference to Table 4-12 is not appropriate, it should be 4-14. 

L250-251: The table numbers are wrong and should be 4-13, 4-14, and 4-15. 

L266: this footnote should refer to IC50 not EC50. 

Section 4.4.1 
According to table 4-14 substance 17-alpha-estradiol was not “negative” but “inadequate” at Hiyoshi. 

Section 4.4.1 
According to table 4-14 substance clomiphene citrate was not “negative” but “inadequate” at XDS. 

Table 4-14: Coumestrol at ECVAM is N(0/2). Why is it a “negative” if no runs support this result? 

In table 4-14  
ECVAM classification of p-n-nonylphenol is N (2/3), but in 6.1.7 it says that there were no 
“inadequate” data generated at any lab during analysis of antagonist reference substances and that 
there was 100% agreement within each lab for each of the three repeat tests. But does N(2/3) not 
mean +-- or I--? 

Table references in section 4.4.1 

5.0 Accuracy 

Page 5-2 
Would be good to start this section out with the definition of accuracy from validation guidance 
document and a citation to the guidelines you used (ILS said OECD). 

Page 5-2, lines 32-34 
Pos/Neg calls were based on average results from 3 labs does not appear valid way to evaluate the 
data. When an organization submits a sample for testing, it will be submitted to one lab. They need to 
know what confidence they can have in getting the correct result from one lab (this issue overlaps 
with inter-lab variability assessment). A justification could be included here explaining that the 
BG1Luc ER TA is being evaluated as a screening assay rather than a replacement assay, and that 
there is usually no exact way to assess performance of an assay that is part of a battery or tiered 
scheme. Additionally, NICEATM/ILS developed the novel approach of developing weight-of-
evidence results from the literature, etc. 

Pages 5-7 and 5-8 
Replace Tables 5-4 and 5-6 with tables presented at meeting showing accuracy calculations for 
individual labs and combined. 

Table 5-2 
Discuss why negative substances are likely to be I or NT. Why are there so few negative substances 
tested and how will this effect the results?  

Table 5-7: alpha symbol for estradiol and ethinyl estradiol. 

Page 5-7, line 100: after “antagonist testing” add (Table 5-3) 

L130: “… listed in Table 5-5 5-7

L136: “… listed in Table 5-5 

.” 

5-7.” 
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L151 
The following addition can be considered: “Although EC50 values can differ by a log between 
methods (even two logs for norethynodrel),

Table 5-10 
The origin of the EC50 values can be added as a footnote (median XDS, ECVAM, Hiyoshi (?)). 

 this relatively high correlation …” 

L203: Owens and Koëter

In appendix B it says “The model calculates the best fit for the Top, Bottom, HillSlope, and EC50 
parameters. See Section 11.6.5 for more details.” Where is section 11.6.5? 

 2003 (same modification required in the list of references). 

Classification criteria are given in section 2.7.1.5. Please explain what you mean by “error bars”. 
Standard deviation? Standard error? 

Table 5-2 
Inconsistencies with table 4-13, e.g. 17-alpha-Estradiol POS(2/2) at Hiyoshi in table 5-2, but P(1/1) in 
table 4-13. 

Table 5-3 
Inconsistencies with table 4-14, e.g. 4-Hydroxytamoxifen POS(1/1) at XDS in table 5-3, but P(3/3) in 
table 4-14. 

Table 5-7: explain how BG1Luc ER TA and CERI results were determined.  

Tables 5-8 and 5-9 
Errors - Table 5-7 lists 27 total test substances (not 26 like used in the tables) and 5 negatives (not 
4 like used in these tables). If correct, the calculations shown need to be revised and the numbers 
reported on lines 117-119 corrected. 

Section 5.7 
Mention and cite results of additional paper comparing Lumi-Cell assay with uterotrophic assay 
(Jefferson, Padilla-Banks et al. 2002) that was mentioned in the XDS submission (Annex A).  

There have been sufficient toxicity test method validation studies resulting in endorsed alternative 
methods so that the conclusions for BG1Luc ER TA accuracy should be discussed in terms of how 
the BG1Luc ER TA performance statistics compare to previously endorsed in vitro test methods. 

6.0 Test Method Reliability 

Section 6.0, lines 19-20 
Cite validation guidance document rather than secondary source for definition of reliability. 

Section 6.1.3 
Add table showing mean, range, and CVs for agonist test substances in the 3 labs (or refer to tables in 
Section 4.0). These are the real intra-lab variability data to be evaluated in this section of the BRD.  

Section 6.1.7 
Add table showing mean, range, and CVs for antagonist test substances in the 3 labs (or refer to tables 
in section 4.0). These are the real intra-lab variability data to be evaluated in this section of the BRD. 

Section 6.2.2 (agonist phase 3)  
Says that there was discordance among the laboratories for six substances: dicofol, fluoranthene, 
butylphenol, androstenedione, clomiphene citrat, resveratrol. What about dexamethasone? For this 
substance definitive results are available in table 4-13 for ECVAM and Hiyoshi, but results are 
discordant. This would change table 6-9 as well. 

Footnotes of table 6-3  
Says “each of three replicate tests”. But in some cases more than three replicates are available, e.g. 
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Corticosterone at Hiyoshi (Table 4-13). This means that for different compounds certainty about 
reproducibility is different. Same issue in table 6-7. 

Section 6.1.5, Table 6-5: add units. 

Section 6.1.6 line 185: “As indicated in Table 6-3…” Is this the right table? 

Section 6.2.1 line 236-237: Are you referring to the correct table? There are no such results in Table 
4-11 and 4-12 (?). 

Section 6.2.1, Table 6-8: footnote “d” is wrong. The substance was classified as negative in the third 
laboratory. 

Section 6.2.2, line 269: “(… defined in Section 2.7.1.4).” should it be 2.7.1.5? 

Table 6-9: footnote f an h: corrections needed. 

Line 358-359 
“… under the revised testing protocol, …”. After the word protocol, insert within parenthesis the 
section where the revised protocol is described. 

Section 6.1.7 
Says “Although the classifications for some of the test substances differed among the laboratories”, 
but according to table 4-14 and section 6.2.1 “Among the substances tested for antagonist activity, 
there was 100% agreement among the three laboratories for all 12 substances.” 

Section 6.1.7 
Says “... within each laboratory for each of the three repeat tests”, but according to table 4-14 some 
substances were tested 4 times. 

Table 6-2  
Plates 2 and 3 of ECVAM have identical means and SDs and the means of plates 4 and 5 are clearly 
different. In contrast, in figure 6-2 means of plates 2 and 3 are different and means of plates 4 and 5 
are similar. Also inconsistencies in other tables? E.g. table L-3, plates 6, 7,10 of Hiyoshi (compare 
with figure 6-3). 

Table 6-2 
Mean E2 EC50 of ECVAM is 1.1e-11. Are the horizontal lines in figure 6-4 means? If so, In figure 6-
4 the respective ECVAM mean seems to be smaller than 1.0e-11. In Table 6-6 mean Flavone Control 
Value for XDS is 3774, but in figure 6-10 it looks like the mean is smaller. Are means in the figures 
calculated without the values excluded to minimze scale distortion? 

Footnotes of table 6-9 
There are some inconsistencies (e.g. footnote h +--- , …) that should be corrected. 

Section 6.2.1, line 237 
Reference to tables 4-13 and 4-14? 

(p. 6-3, Figure 6-1) - What is the meaning of “plate” here? Should we expect that these values would 
be the same? 

(p. 6-5, Figure 6-3) – All figures have a tremendous amount of wasted space (above 10000 in this 
figure). If the figures are rescaled, then the variability in points will be clearer. Figure 6-6 could be 
much improved. 

(p. 6-6, Table 6-2) – SD of EC50 estimates is essentially a SE estimate. Are each of the constituent 
EC50 values estimated with the same precision? 

(p. 6-7, Figure 6-5) – Footnotes describe points omitted to “minimize scale distortion” – this omission 
removes points that are potentially dramatic outliers. 
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There have been sufficient toxicity test method validation studies that the conclusions of intra and 
inter-lab variability could be discussed in terms of how the BG1Luc ER TA reliability compares to 
previously endorsed methods - CVs, % correct classifications, other analysis. 

Additional suggestions for criteria to evaluate intra and intra lab variability were provided in Panel 
comments for Section 6.0. 

7.0 Data Quality 

Sub-section on Reference Methods Data Quality is missing. 

Section 7.5 
Add statement on the availability of audit results, statistical evaluations, and methods for calculations; 
descriptions for the specific length of time that study data will be stored (and where), and where data 
backups will be stored (a secondary location). 

Line 122-124: This sentence does not clearly explain Table 7-4. 

Line 145: “… provided in Section 2.7.1.3 …”. You probably meant section 2.7.1.4. 

Line 169: “… defined in Section 2.12.3.” This section does not exist. 

Line 182-183:  
“… presented in Tables 4-11 and 4-12…”. Wrong tables, you probably meant 4-13 and 4-14 (?). 

8.0 Other Scientific Reports 
No edits. 

9.0 Animal Welfare 
The organization and wording of this entire section can be improved. A main consideration is that the 
content of this section does not appear to contradict the results or statements made elsewhere in the 
BRD. 

Additional content is also suggested for this section in the Panel comments for Section 9.0. 

Test Method Recommendations 

L29: Perhaps the reader can be referred to the glossary for the definition of accuracy and reliability. 

L32 
Should “definitive results” be in quote, and added to the glossary to indicate that it is the data 
excluding rejected plates and inadequate data. 

Lines 56-57 - numbers possibly incorrect. 

L59-68 and L83-89 
Perhaps these paragraphs can be used to create a separate section numbered 1.1.3 to discuss the 
limitations of the assay. Note that L61-64 list new experiments (mixtures, volatiles) to be presented 
with the others in section 1.3. Also, L62-64 (volatiles…) are redundant with L125-127. 

L104 and L114 
Verify both expressions on both lines, perhaps L114 should have been: “…100% specificity (no false 
positive)”. (?) 

L119 
“… to replace reduce the need for the uterotrophic bioassay.” What would be the alternative test if a 
substance cannot be tested in the BG1Luc ER TA assay? 
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Section 1.1.1: Lines 43-49 on test method reliability 
May need to be revised following Panel discussions and revision of the draft BRD.  

Lines 56-57 - numbers possibly incorrect. 

Section 1.1.2 
Lines 76-82 on test method reliability may need to be revised following Panel discussions and 
revision of the draft BRD. 

Add Section 1.1.3 
Add recommendation that BG1Luc ER TA be endorsed for replacing rat ER binding assay in test 
batteries and tiered testing schemes such as EDSP Tier 1 battery. 

Performance Standards 

Performance Standards section (Tab 6, p. xii, lines 272-307)  
What is the justification for some of the essential model components? For example, why were these 
maximal concentrations suggested? Why log10 spacing of 7 concentrations? Evaluation of 
cytotoxicity is reasonable although modeling of the possibility of such a response could also be 
considered. Why is 20% of maximal response the cut-point for significant response? 

ER TA antagonist testing (Tab 6, p. 6, lines 476-493) – concentration curve defined by a baseline 
followed by a negative slope – isn’t it sufficient to require a negative slope? (will always have a 
baseline). A test of negative trend might be preferred to the suggestion of “three points with non-
overlapping error bars.” Error bars corresponding to what? Standard deviations? Standard Errors? 
Half-width of confidence intervals? The idea of non-overlapping confidence intervals is an incredibly 
conservative way to declare difference between parameters. This is not clear guidance. 

Would Figure 1 (line 470) reflect a real study result? The guideline of log10 spacing of 7 
concentrations wouldn’t span the -13 to -4 log(conc) range depicted here. Add revised Figures 1 
and 2. 

Appendices 

(Appendix B – Agonist Protocol, p. B-6, line 135)  
A four parameter model is suggested here that captures a pattern of growth between two horizontal 
asymptotes. A couple of concerns: 1) won’t “Bottom” = 0 and “Top” = 10000 when you do relative 
scaling of responses? If so, then you are not working with 2 parameters and not 4; 2) data are known 
to have a downturn at high doses – this is not consistent with the assumed model. How do you 
routinely address this? Are you dropping the highest concentration responses in this case? Could you 
model downturn at the higher concentration levels? 

(Appendix B – Figures 12-2 through 12-7) 
Better graphics to not have so much wasted white space in the graphs. 

(Appendix B – p. B-39, Figure 13-1)  
The layout of the test plate is unclear to me. Can more explanation of rows A-H and columns 1-12 be 
provided?  
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